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[1] Studies such as those by Zhang et al. [1998] and
Peterson et al. [2003] suggest that the northeastern Atlantic
Arctic warmed in the early 1990s and that regional sea level
pressure (SLP) variations and the NAO may be responsible.
Sea surface temperature changes in Fram Strait and the
Barents Sea depend, respectively, on SLP variations over
the Barents Sea and Norwegian Sea. Since winter 1972,
SLP over the Barents and Norwegian Seas has been
unusually low during NAO+ winters. Little pressure field
change occurred during NAO- winters or around the
Denmark Strait, the normal location of the Icelandic Low.
Simultaneously, the NAO+ mode became highly persistent
on a month-to-month basis throughout the NAO+ winters
and ultimately throughout all seasons during a multiyear
episode in which the Arctic reached peak warming. A
similar NAO+ persistence episode is shown to have
occurred from 1920– 1925, during another notable Arctic
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1. Introduction
[2] The Arctic has undergone dramatic changes in recent
years including warming of the wintertime atmosphere
[Chapman and Walsh, 1993] and ocean [Zhang et al.,
1998; Grotefendt et al., 1998]. The warming appears linked
to the North Atlantic Oscillation as its winter time series
(NAOI) closely matches that of both model- calculated
water volume fluxes and sea surface temperatures (SSTs)
of the western Barents Sea [Grotefendt et al., 1998; Dickson
et al., 2000]. The winter NAOI is also associated with
subsequent northeastern Atlantic spring and summer SSTs
and sea ice conditions [Ogi et al., 2003], and is correlated
r = 0.7 with winter Fram Strait ice volume export since the
mid-1970s [Kwok and Rothrock, 1999]. The NAOI correlation to Fram Strait ice export was also relatively high from
1930 – 1950 and around 1840– 1860 [Schmith and Hansen,
2003; Figure 9] while in other decades it was near zero.
Hilmer and Jung [2000] attribute the high correlation
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between Fram Strait ice export and the NAO to an eastward
shift in the spatial pattern associated with NAO interannual
variability. Using an AGCM, Peterson et al. [2003] find that
the eastward NAO pressure shift linked to Fram Strait
variability is due to diabatic forcing by transient and mean
eddies during the NAO positive mode. A spatially coherent
climatic regime has been established during the eastward
shifted pressure regime [Lu and Greatbatch 2002]. This
paper describes changes occurring in northeastern Atlantic
pressure, and NAO morphology, associated with the recent
warming of the northeastern Atlantic, as well as another
warming that occurred in the 1920s. Winter sea level
pressure (SLP) has varied in the high central Arctic [Walsh
et al., 1996], associated with the Arctic Oscillation and
leading to polar sea ice thinning [Rigor et al., 2002], but the
focus here is on the northeastern Atlantic and Barents Sea
warming.

2. Data and Methods
[3] We use gridded mean monthly SLPs from the NCEP/
NCAR reanalyses for the period 1950 – 2002, available on
2.5  2.5 grid over the northern Atlantic and Arctic.
Monthly SLPs on a 5  5 grid, based on the NCAR
historical weather maps, are also used for pre-1950 analysis. In the northernmost Atlantic these maps are based on
pressure data from relatively abundant coastal and island
weather stations. The Global sea-Ice and Sea Surface
Temperature (GISST) data set is used for monthly SSTs
from 1972 –2002, having 1  1 resolution and incorporating bias-corrected satellite AVHRR measurements since
1982. We follow Rogers [1984] in creating the NAOI, using
monthly SLP departures from a 1950 – 2000 mean at
stations on the Azores and Iceland, available for 1874–
2003 (129 winters starting in 1875), updated at polarmet.mps.ohio-state.edu. Winter NAOI values are the DJF
average of raw monthly SLP departures, Azores minus
Iceland, and are dated by the year of the January. Raw
NAOI values emphasize SLP variability over Atlantic
Arctic areas that are the focus of this study. Since 1972,
NAO negative (NAO-) winters occur in clusters: 1977–
1980, 1985 – 1988, 1996 – 1998, and 2001 –2003, and all
other winters are in NAO+ clusters. We sometime designate
the sign of the winter monthly NAOI values, e.g., a
NAO++ winter would have a positive index value in
December and January but negative in February. These
designations of the NAOI monthly persistence formed the
basis for excluding 4 NAOI- winters (1980, 1988, 2002 and
2003) from the analyses because the index sign in two
months was opposite that of the overall winter (the single
NAO- month determined the sign for the winter). This
exclusion was based on an a priori assumption that NAOI
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Figure 1. (a) February sea surface temperature (SST) differences (C) for NAOI+ minus NAOI- winters since 1972, and
(b) February SST (C) climatology 1961– 1990. Winter mean sea level pressure (hPa) when the western Barents SSTs are
unusually (c) warm and (d) cold and (e) the net mean pressure difference between them. (f ) The same as (e) except using
extreme warm and cold SST extremes southwest of Iceland. Red and blue shading indicate statistically significant
differences (95% and 99% confidence, light and dark), respectively, for (a) positive and negative SST anomalies and (e, f )
negative and positive pressure differences.
sign persistence is a necessary condition for significant
SSTA development.

3. Results
[4] Northern Atlantic February SSTs are obtained for the
negative and positive NAO mode winters since 1972 and
the differences between them (NAOI+ minus NAOI-)
exhibit statistically significant responses in several locales
(Figure 1a). Negative SST differences over Davis Strait and
the area southwest of Iceland also represent relatively cold
conditions during NAO+ winters while positive differences
in the North and Baltic Seas, near Fram Strait, and along the
coast of Norway into the Barents Sea represent positive
NAO+ SST anomalies (SSTAs). The climatological February SSTs are shown for comparison (Figure 1b). Highly
significant SSTAs follow into the subsequent seasons [not
shown, but see Ogi et al., 2003]. SSTAs in December and
January, however, were less significant in response to winter
NAOI values.
[5] Winter mean SLPs were then derived using the
upper and lower February SSTA quartile values since
1972 for grid points in each area exhibiting statistical
significance in Figure 1a. Composite SLPs for the Barents
Sea (Figures 1c – 1d) and Davis Strait (not shown) were
very similar, although with the expected reversal in sign.
February SSTAs in those areas are associated with high
Norwegian Sea SLP variations (10 hPa) northeast of Iceland (Figure 1e) occurring between the highest and lowest
SST quartiles. The warm Barents/cold Davis Strait mode is
associated not only with a deep Icelandic Low (Figure 1c)
but also a deep secondary cyclone over the Norwegian Sea.
Only a weak Norwegian Sea pressure trough occurs in the
reverse SSTA phase (Figure 1d). The pressure pattern
associated with SSTAs to the southwest of Iceland and in
the Fram Strait area were also similar but reversed in sign
(Figure 1f ), having maximum SLP differences in the
western Barents Sea with individual mode SLP fields

otherwise similar to those of Figures 1c and 1d. Hilmer
and Jung’s [2000] Figure 4c further illustrates Fram Strait
ice export links to a Barents Sea pressure center.
[6] Pressure differences over Iceland as well as the
Azores (located below the bottom margins of the diagrams)
are statistically significant in Figures 1e and 1f, spatially
confirming the NAOI significance to SSTA variations in the
northeastern Atlantic areas of Figure 1a. However, the
largest and most significant SLP variations linked with
SSTAs of the Barents Sea (Figure 1e), the area southwest
of Iceland, and in Fram Strait (Figure 1f ), occur northeast of
Iceland while weaker statistical and physical relations occur
in the winter climatological mean Icelandic Low position
over Denmark Strait between Greenland and Iceland.
[7] Interannual variability of northeastern Atlantic Arctic
winter SLP changed significantly after 1971. Denmark
Strait SLP is consistently below 1000 hPa in NAO+ winters
since 1950 (Figure 2a). The same only becomes true in the
Norwegian and Barents Seas during and after winter 1972
(Figure 2a). A small SLP decline of 1 – 3 hPa occurs in both
NAO modes between 1950– 1971 and 1972– 2003 in the
Denmark Strait, forming a small regional downtrend. In the
Norwegian and Barents Seas however, the post-1971 pressures fall up to 8 hPa in the NAO+ mode, while rising by
1– 2 hPa in the NAO- mode. The increase in winter SLP
range forms a post-1971 winter SLP variance increase over
the Norwegian and Barents Seas while virtually no variance
change occurs over Denmark Strait. The post-1971 Norwegian/Barents Seas SLP decreases are consistent with the
eastward shift in the spatial NAO interannual variability
[Hilmer and Jung, 2000].
[8] At the same time an increase occurs in the intermonthly persistence of the winter NAO + mode. The
majority of NAO+ winters since 1972 (10 of 18 NAO+)
are in fact NAO+++ winters (Table 1). Because of this
recent persistence, the full-record (1875 – 2003) NAOI
monthly winter sign patterns become non-randomly distributed with 99% confidence (Table 1). Modes contributing
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Table 1. Distribution of the Sign of the NAOI in Winter (DJF)
Months Since 1875a
Type

1875 – 1971

1972 – 2003

+++
++
++
+ +
+
+
+

19
17
15
7
7
10
11
11

10
3
6
2
3
4
2
2

c2

11.4

13.5

Total
29
20
21
9
10
14
13
13
129
19.7

a

The chi-square test of the hypothesis that the mode distribution of each
time period is random fails with 99% confidence when c2 > 18.5.

Figure 2. (a) Winter mean sea level pressures (hPa) since
1950 over the Denmark Strait (65N 30W; blue),
Norwegian Sea (75N 0W; red) and Barents Sea (70N
35E; green). Black dots and lines delineate NAO+ winters.
(b) Monthly Barents Sea SST anomalies (C) since 1982
(top) and associated raw NAOI values (bottom) with lines
indicating index values of absolute 10 hPa, and vertical tick
marks on the abscissa denote January.

high index values not repeated elsewhere in the NAOI
record to 1875. Earlier NAO+ winter clusters (1972 –
1976; 1981– 1984) had (combined together) NAO+++ winters in 1972, 1973, 1981, and 1984, and 15 months with
NAOI > +10. The persistence and strength of the NAO+
modes in 1989 – 1995 is likely an important contribution to
the Arctic warming, given reported SSTA persistence into
subsequent seasons after NAO+ winters [Ogi et al., 2003].
[10] NAO+++ winter clusters may be symptomatic of
northward pressure field displacements and high latitude
warming periods, and a historical analogy to 1989 – 1995
appears to exist. Ten of the 19 pre-1972 NAO+++ winters
(Table 1) are clustered from 1903 – 1925, with 4 such
winters culminating that era from 1920– 1925. The mean
SLP anomaly distribution for 1920 –1925 (Figure 3) shows
a maximum departure west of the Norwegian Sea center in
Figure 1e but north of the typical Icelandic Low center.
Anomalous southerly geostrophic advection of relatively
warm air around the east Greenland center (Figure 3) would
especially affect places such as Fram Strait and Spitsbergen,
perhaps more so than the Barents Sea. The northern
Atlantic, including Greenland, Iceland, other regional
islands, and northern Europe all warmed dramatically from
1919 – 1926 [Rogers, 1985; his Figure 1]. Specifically,
winter temperatures at Spitsbergen before and after 1919

most highly to the chi-square determination of non-randomness are the large number of NAO+++ events (22.5% of all
winters since 1875) and the low frequencies of NAO+ +
and NAO + events, both of which are non-persistent
modes wherein the NAOI sign reverses twice per winter.
Although NAOI+ persistence modes ( ++, ++ , +++)
dominate Table 1, the overall winter NAOI has been
positive in just over half (68 of 129) of all winters.
[9] Despite the NAO+ deepening of mean SLP in the
Norwegian and Barents Seas as early as 1972, and the
simultaneous increased NAO+ winter monthly persistence,
the western Barents Sea achieves its noted warming from
1989 – 1995 (Figure 2b), with a peak in July – September
1990. The period 1989 – 1995 is characterized by
(i) NAO+++ winters in 1989, 1991, 1993, 1995, (ii) 20
months (mostly winter/spring) where the NAOI exceeds
+10, and (iii) a spell from December 1988 through April
1993 where 42 of 53 months (79%) are NAO+ (Figure 2b).
The NAOI exceeds +10 during 4 consecutive months twice
in this era (JFMA 1990, DJFM 1995), persistence of very

Figure 3. The winter mean sea level pressure (hPa)
departure during 1920– 1925 based on the 1950 – 2000
normal.
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abruptly rose an average of 7C and sea ice extent around
the island was permanently reduced by the mid-1920s
[Hesselberg and Johannessen, 1958]. This era occurred at
the onset of the hemispheric warm period spanning 1920 –
1950. The results offer some support for suggestions
[Schmith and Hansen, 2003; Grotefendt et al., 1998] that
the recent Arctic warming is part of decadal variability.

4. Discussion
[11] We have shown that the warming of the northeastern
Atlantic Arctic was associated with intensification and
enhanced persistence of the NAO+ mode during the period
1989 – 1995. These characteristic changes developed during
and after 1972, associated with a nearly 8 hPa deepening of
the mean SLP trough northeast of Iceland over the Norwegian and Barents Seas during NAO+ winters. Very little
post-1971 change occurs in the normal Denmark Strait
Icelandic Low center. Two other spells of NAO+ winters
after 1972 had less distinctive NAO+ persistence and SLP
intensity in month-to-month NAO+ events, especially in
winter and spring, and failed to match the 1990’s warming
magnitude. We concur with Hilmer and Jung [2000] that
recent Fram Strait ice export is linked to deep cyclonic
development in the Barents Sea in NAO+ events while,
prior to that time, subpolar mean cyclone activity confined
to the Denmark Strait would have little impact on Fram
Strait ice advection.
[12] Hilmer and Jung [2000] and Peterson et al. [2003]
noted the eastward shift in the NAO-associated northern
Atlantic pressure pattern of recent decades. Using an
AGCM driven by diabatic forcing, Peterson et al. show
that the eastward shift is a consequence of the NAO upward
trend in recent decades, implicating nonlinear dynamics
such as eddy fluxes either by transient eddies or the mean
flow in the circulation and NAO changes. The question
arises as to whether northeastern Atlantic Arctic cyclone
activity interacts with SSTA development in deepening the
cyclones and producing relative persistence in the NAO+
mode in winter over the Norwegian and Barents Seas. For
example, the Norwegian Sea SLP differences maxima
(Figure 1e) lies across the strong southwest-northeast oriented northeast Atlantic SST gradient (Figure 1b). A favorable spatial orientation thereby exists wherein oceanic
diabatic heating may contribute to cyclonic development,
with warmer (colder) ocean surfaces to the east (west). This
is further enhanced by the developing SSTA configuration
in NAO+ winters (Figure 1a). It might be speculated that
early winter cyclones along the Norwegian/Barents Sea
trough will enhance the climatological warm east/cold west
SST pattern, per Figure 1a, establishing favorable conditions for further diabatic contributions to cyclonic develop-
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ment producing a persistent NAO+ mode into late winter
(NAO+++) or even into spring. The SSTA arrangement
then may also be maintained into subsequent seasons as
observed by Ogi et al. [2003]. Elsewhere, cyclones forming
the Icelandic Low in the Denmark Strait are surrounded
by anomalously cold water (Figure 1a), while those of the
Barents Sea face a more limited diabatic heating contribution because the SST gradient (Figure 1b) ultimately
reverses and water becomes colder toward the east in that
Sea.
[13] Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the NSF Office
of Polar Programs under grant OPP-0112486. This is Byrd Polar Research
Center contribution No. 1291.
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